DRINKS
COCKTAILS

BOTTLED BEERS AND CIDERS *

HUGO 6.50
Follador Prosecco, elderflower cordial, soda

HEINEKEN 0.0% 3.00
Refreshing fruity notes and soft malty body. Rather than remove
the alcohol from Heineken® beer, their master brewer started from
scratch to deliver the best tasting alcohol free beer

APEROL SPRITZ 6.50
Aperol, Follador Prosecco, soda, orange
PIMMS 6.50
Lemonade, fruit, mint, cucumber
BELLINI 6.50
Follador Prosecco, with your choice of rhubarb or passion fruit purée
BLOODY MARY 8.50
Ketel One vodka, Big Tom, celery
PASSION FRUIT MARTINI 6.50
Ketel One vodka, passion fruit liqueur, lime juice

BROOKLYN SPECIAL EFFECTS 0.4% 3.30
In movies, special effects make you think you’re seeing the
unbelievable. With Brooklyn Special Effects, we’re making you
taste something incredible: a delicious alcohol free beer. Bready
sweetness from a blend of pale caramel and dark roasted Munich
malts, and a surprising nose from Mosaic, Citra and Amarillo hops
PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO 4.20
Brewed in Italy since 1963, a delicate balance of bitterness and
a distinctly hoppy aroma, with notes of banana and grapefruit
marmalade, light and refreshing lager with a crisp, dry finish

ESPRESSO MARTINI 6.50
Ketel One vodka, dark roast cold brew coffee, cocoa extract, maple

BELHAVEN BLACK STOUT 4.50
Brewed using pure Scottish water and a unique blend of Scottish
triple malts sourced from the finest locally grown barley. Fresh
roasted aroma and taste with a hint of coffee from the roasted barley

– All served as a double measure

PERONI GLUTEN FREE 4.60
A new gluten-free recipe from Italy’s most iconic beer – without
compromising on taste. The same delicate balance of bitterness
and citrus aromatic notes as Peroni Nastro Azzurro, as well as the
trademark refreshing, clean finish, without the gluten

LOCH FYNE SIGNATURE G&T 7.50
Loch Fyne Gin, Schweppes 1783 tonic, pink grapefruit and mint
CUCUMBER GIN LEMONADE 7.50
Hendrick’s Gin, homemade lemonade, lemon and cucumber
ELDERFLOWER COLLINS 7.50
Tanqueray Gin, elderflower cordial, soda, lemon
RHUBARB & GINGER TONIC 7.50
Edinburgh Gin’s rhubarb & ginger liqueur, Schweppes 1783 tonic, orange
SWEET VIOLET G&T 7.50
Boe Violet Gin, Schweppes 1783 tonic, orange

ABBOT ALE 4.70
Warming, malty and fruity. Pale and amber malts contribute to a
mouth filling and satisfying sweet and biscuity maltiness
ICE BREAKER PALE ALE 4.40
Easy drinking with plenty of fruity hop character to make this
unfiltered pale ale the ultimate refreshment
CAMDEN HELLS LAGER 4.65
Clean, crisp, dry and unpasteurised. Hells is the lovechild of two
classic German beer styles; Helles and Pilsner. Brewed in London
with Bavarian Lager yeast, Perle and Hallertauer Tradition hops and
Camden’s own special house Pilsner malt from Bamberg
BREWDOG PUNK IPA 4.70
A fresh, full, natural Trans-Atlantic fusion IPA beer with fruity hops
giving an explosion of tropical fruit flavours and a sharp bitter finish
ASPALLS SUFFOLK CYDER 4.45
Delivering the refreshing, crisp taste of just-bitten apples
OLD MOUT PINEAPPLE & RASPBERRY CIDER 4.70
The meeting of exotic pineapple and tart raspberries,
blended to remind you of balmy, far-flung places.
A refreshingly light, exotic fusion

– *Draught beer prices available at the bar, subject to availability

PREMIUM GINS

MOCKTAILS

TANQUERAY 3.70
A blend of the purest four-times-distilled spirit and a handpicked
selection of four botanicals, Tanqueray London Dry Gin offers a
uniquely balanced gin experience

RHUBARB FIZZ 2.90
Rhubarb purée, lemon, soda

EDINBURGH GIN’S RHUBARB & GINGER LIQUEUR 4.10
A luscious, fruity liqueur with a perfect balance between sweetness
and a sharper tang. Warming spice and a touch of citrus drifts in from
the Oriental ginger. On the nose, a bright, sweet rhubarb-filled aroma

ORCHARD SPRITZ 2.90
Elderflower cordial, apple juice, lemonade
PASSION FRUIT & ORANGE FIZZ 2.90
Passion fruit purée, orange juice, soda

MALFY BLOOD ORANGE 4.45
Distilled with sun-kissed Sicilian blood oranges to create a rich
bittersweet citrus gin with orange blossom and a background of juniper
LOCH FYNE 4.45
A classy, balanced and distinctive gin with a clever infusion of
Scottish maritime botanicals
– Take me home for £24, ask server for more details
HENDRICK’S 4.45
An unusual gin created from eleven fine botanicals. The curious,
yet marvellous, infusions of rose & cucumber imbue this spirit with
a uniquely balanced flavour resulting in an unimpeachably smooth
and distinct gin
BROCKMANS 4.60
A ‘gin like no other’, Brockmans is an English gin distilled using
quality botanicals from around the world with hints of blueberries,
coriander and bitter-sweet Valencian orange peel

SOFT DRINKS
APPLE, ORANGE OR CRANBERRY FRUIT JUICE 2.45
NATURAL MINERAL WATER
Allows the flavours of the finest food and wine to shine through.
Available in perfectly still or lightly sparkling:
Large bottle 750ml 4.50
Small bottle 330ml 2.60

CAORUNN 4.60
Carefully handcrafted in the rugged and beautiful Scottish
Highlands, Caorunn expertly infuses five locally foraged gin
botanicals for a clean, crisp aromatic flavour profile

COCA-COLA ZERO SUGAR 2.85

BOE VIOLET 4.70
The addition of violets creates a stylish gin with a light,
delicate taste and beautiful colour and aroma

APPLETISER 3.10

TANQUERAY NO.10 4.90
This gin takes its name from the ‘Tiny Ten’, the nickname of the small
copper still where it is produced, but there is nothing tiny about its
flavour. The only gin made using whole citrus fruits, including white
grapefruit, lime, and orange

FENTIMAN’S ROSE LEMONADE 2.85

– Take home bottles subject to restaurant licensing

– Our gins are perfectly accompanied by Schweppes Signature Collection
tonic water. Sold separately
SCHWEPPES SIGNATURE COLLECTION
Inspired by the creator of bubbles – Jacob Schweppe – this premium range
of mixers has been crafted by the world’s top mixologists to provide an
elevated mixing experience. Taking cues from the balanced Schweppes taste,
Schweppes Signature Collection uses all natural ingredients and superior
bubbles to pair with the finest spirits that are on offer

DIET COKE 2.85
COCA-COLA 2.95
SPRITE NO SUGAR 2.85
TRADITIONAL CLOUDY LEMONADE 2.55
FENTIMAN’S GINGER BEER 2.85

F Y N E W IN E S

RED

Respect for our produce, landscape and the environment is the founding
philosophy of Loch Fyne. This way of thinking also extends to our wines.
Working closely with world renowned producers and smaller artisanal wine
makers, the wines have been carefully selected to exhibit a sense of their
origin and to perfectly complement the quality and freshness of our food.

LIGHT & FRUITY

SPARKLING

125ML

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

6.10

8.30

23.00

LOCH FYNE FRAPPATO (Vg)
Sicily
With delicate flavours of wild strawberry
and spices, this organic Frappato is fresh
with lively acidity. Delicious chilled
– Try with Yellowfin Tuna Steak

6.50

8.80

24.00

CUVÉE AMELIE SHIRAZ (Vg)
Australia
Blackcurrant and plum fruit flavours together
with a tantalising hint of spice

5.80

7.70

22.00

BARON DE LEY RESERVA
Rioja, Spain
A classic rioja, intense cherry fruits
with balanced vanilla and oak components

7.60

10.50

29.00

VALLET BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR (Vg)
Burgundy, France
Light to medium bodied with elegant red fruit
notes and a long finish

½BOT BOTTLE

JUICY & FRUITY
IL GRILLO DI SANTA TRESA
VINO SPUMANTE BRUT (Vg)
Sicily
Organic sparkling Sicilian wine, perfectly
balanced with soft, fine gentle bubbles,
spectacular fruity notes and a refreshing
burst of acidity
FOLLADOR PROSECCO EXTRA DRY (Vg)
Veneto, Italy
Subtle, velvety and rich,
with flowery nuances and ripe fruits

6.00		28.00

6.20		 29.00

CHAMPAGNE
JOSEPH PERRIER BRUT NV
8.50		
Châlons-En-Champagne, France
Soft, delicate flavour with citrus and brioche notes
– Try with Loch Fyne® Oysters
JOSEPH PERRIER ROSÉ NV		
Châlons-En-Champagne, France
Full, long finish, beautifully delicate,
with raspberry fruits

44.00

RICH & SMOOTH

32.00
VINA VENTISQUERO RESERVA CARMÉNÈRE			
Colchagua Valley, Chile
A deep cherry red wine with upfront fresh
black and red fruit aromas, alongside
spicy and earthy notes
– Try with Donald Russell Chargrilled Beef Burger

33.00

ESQUINAS DE ARGENTO MALBEC (Vg)
Mendoza, Argentina
Vibrant aromas of red cherry, ripe plum,
blackberry and truffle flavours,
with a long lingering finish and velvety tannins

26.00

CHAMPAGNE LALLIER
GRAND ROSÉ BRUT NV (Vg)			43.00
Champagne, France
Elegant & fresh with notes of wild strawberry

DESSERT

FINE WINE

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE NV			
Ay Sur Marne, France
A classic Champagne with hints of biscuit,
fruits and honey

MUSCAT DE RIVESALTES CAZES
Rivesaltes, France
Full and sweet on the palate with pure citrus
and apricot flavours

5.00		

60.00

21.00

7.10

9.20

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE (Vg)			49.00
Rhone, France
Spiced black fruit aromas and a velvety warm palate

– All wines offered by the glass are available as 125ml on request.

WHITE
FRESH & CRISP

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

AWATERE PASS SAUVIGNON BLANC
Marlborough, New Zealand
Layers of tropical and citrus fruits with
a touch of grassy complexity

8.40

10.80

31.00

PICPOUL DE PINET
Languedoc, France
A coastal wine, sea-scented, ripe green fruit,
mineral and crisp – think Muscadet of the
South and all things shellfish

6.30

8.30

23.00

LES GOÉLANDS GROS PLANT
DU PAYS NANTAIS
Loire Valley, France
Bone dry, pristine, crisp and refreshing

CHARLES SMITH VINO PINOT GRIGIO (Vg)
Washington state, USA
Full-flavoured and classy, mineral aromas
with flavours of citrus and melon

6.00

8.10

BOTTLE

9.10

25.00

36.00

22.50

28.00
JOSEPH DROUHIN MEURSAULT 			
Burgundy, France
A silky roundness on the palate with flavours
of yellow plum and gingerbread on the finish

6.40

8.50

23.50

7.10

9.20

26.00

6.50

8.80

5.80

7.70

34.00

24.00

22.00

BERNARD MICHAUT PETIT CHABLIS			
Chablis, France
Rich fruit character and remarkable elegance
and finesse, with some mineral notes

33.00

PALMETTO CHARDONNAY
Eden Valley, Australia
Well-balanced, with green apples,
honeysuckle and brioche notes

29.00

7.60

10.50

67.00

ROSÉ

JUICY & FRUITY
LOCH FYNE CHENIN BLANC
Western Cape, South Africa
Easy-drinking with fresh citrus flavours
and zippy, refreshing finish
– Try with Sea Salt & Pepper Squid

LOCH FYNE SAUVIGNON BLANC (Vg)
6.80
Leyda Valley, Chile
Uplifting grapefruit and tropical fruit aromas
with a refreshing zippy acidity on the palate
and a long finish with delightful stone fruit flavours
– Try with Chilli & Garlic King Prawns

250ML

FINE WINE

SANCERRE LES CHAILLOUX
DOMAINE FOUASSIER			
Loire Valley, France
Granny smith apples and lemon pulp with an almost
aniseed note. Fresh and round in the mouth
LOCH FYNE GRILLO (Vg)
Sicily
Fresh, light and lively, with nutty,
fruit driven flavours
– Try with Seafood Mixed Grill

175ML

CLOSHEIM RIESLING			
Nahe, Germany
Ripe and fruity with aromas of peach and yellow
plum and a touch of zesty grapefruit on the finish

LAGAR DE INDRA ALBARIÑO			
Rías Baixas, Spain
Juicy and fresh, notes of white peaches & citrus,
with great acidity, perfect with seafood
L’AUBINIERE MUSCADET DE
SEVRE-ET-MAINE SUR LIE (Vg)
Loire Valley, France
Fresh and lively, with beautifully balanced
citrus and pear flavours

RICH & SMOOTH

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

CHARLES SMITH VINO ROSÉ (Vg)
Washington State, USA
Fresh and light with strawberry and cherry notes
– Try with Loch Fyne® Salmon Fillet

7.30

9.70

27.00

3 PEBBLES BAY ZINFANDEL ROSÉ (Vg)
California, USA
Juicy and fresh with sweet strawberry
notes and a soft finish

6.80

9.10

25.00

DIAMARINE PROVENCE ROSÉ
Provence, France
Pale pink rosé with fresh fruit and
citrus peel aromas

7.20

9.60

26.50

– All wines offered by the glass are available as 125ml on request.

SCOTCH AND MALTS

LIQUEUR COFFEES

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL 3.90
A perfectly balanced whisky crafted using single malt and grain
whiskies drawn from the four corners of Scotland

BAILEYS LATTE 4.25
Espresso, steamed milk, Baileys

TALISKER 10-YEAR-OLD 3.95
Powerful peat and sea-salt nose, smoky sweetness with malt
flavours and developing warmth with a huge peppery finish
MONKEY SHOULDER 3.95
Rich & vibrant with fruity aromas & mellow vanilla notes,
the perfect whisky for mixing
GLENLIVET FOUNDERS RESERVE 4.05
Sweet and smooth; almost creamy. Tastes of toffee apple and pear
drops followed by a burst of fruit; orange and bold citrus fruits
DALMORE 12-YEAR-OLD 3.95
Matured for an initial nine years in American white oak ex-bourbon
casks, the spirit is then divided for its final flourish

ITALIAN 4.25
Americano, Disaronno, double cream
CARIBBEAN 4.25
Americano, Kraken Spiced Rum, double cream
FRENCH 4.25
Americano, Remy Martin VSOP, double cream
CELTIC 4.25
Americano, Johnnie Walker Black Label Whisky, double cream
IRISH 4.25
Americano, Jameson Whiskey, double cream
CALYPSO 4.25
Americano, Tia Maria, double cream

DALWHINNIE 15-YEAR-OLD 4.05
Elegant, smooth and medium-bodied, with a light, fruity palate and
a whiff of heather on the finish
GLENFIDDICH 12-YEAR-OLD 4.05
Creamy with a long, smooth and mellow finish, the perfect example
of Glenfiddich’s unique Speyside style and widely proclaimed the
best dram in the valley

AFTER DINNER DRINKS
TAYLOR’S PORT 4.05

HIGHLAND PARK 12-YEAR-OLD 4.35
Smoke, honey sweetness and oak alongside equal amounts of dried
fruits and spice. Full malt delivery; sweet lingering notes with
subtle smoke right at the end

DISARONNO 3.65

LAGAVULIN 16-YEAR-OLD 4.65
A much sought-after single malt with the massive peat-smoke that’s
typical of southern Islay

PATRON XO CAFÉ 3.80

LAPHROAIG 10-YEAR-OLD 4.65
In making Laphroaig, malted barley is dried over a peat fire.
The smoke from this peat, found only on Islay, gives Laphroaig
its particularly rich flavour

OTHER SPIRITS

REMY MARTIN VSOP 3.70
BAILEYS 3.55

COURVOISIER XO 7.75

HOT DRINKS
AMERICANO 2.75

BREW TEA CO.

CAPPUCCINO 3.00

Brew Tea Co. do it all themselves;
they taste each batch, craft the
blends, and hand pack it at their HQ
in Manchester. They even make their
own teabags. The result is proper
loose leaf tea that tastes uniquely
amazing; good tea for people with
good taste

LATTE 3.00
PATRON SILVER 3.60
BACARDI 3.60
KRAKEN SPICED RUM 3.70
BUFFALO TRACE BOURBON 4.05
HAVANA 7-YEAR-OLD 3.55

MACCHIATO 2.75
MOCHA 3.00
ESPRESSO
Single 2.35
Double 2.85

ENGLISH BREAKFAST 2.60

HOT CHOCOLATE 3.00

EARL GREY 2.60
CO2 DECAFFEINATED TEA 2.60
MOROCCAN MINT TEA 2.60
GREEN TEA 2.60

– Liqueurs and spirits are served in 25ml measures or multiples thereof

FRUIT PUNCH 2.60

Full allergen information on the ingredients in the food we serve is available upon request. Dishes may vary from those shown due
to seasonal availability of ingredients.
(V) suitable for vegetarians. (Vg) suitable for vegans. (*) contains alcohol. (N) contains nuts.
*Our working environment and the presence of allergens on site means we cannot guarantee that any drink item is completely free from traces of allergens,
including nuts and gluten. See À La Carte menu for additional terms and conditions.

